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Team Formation

• SPP Senior Staff recommended formation of the Synergistic 
Planning Project team (SPPT)

• Address Comprehensive Transmission Planning
• Allocation of Transmission Costs
• Unencumbered by any limitations

• Sufficient detail to all traditional approval process to take steps
• Team Members

• Paul Suskie; Chairman, Arkansas Public Service Commission
• Barry Smitherman; Chairman, Public Utility Commission of Texas
• Kelly Harrison; Vice President – Transmission Operations and 

Environmental, Westar Energy
• Ricky Bittle; Vice President - Planning, Rates and Dispatching, 

Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corp
• Rob Janssen, President and General Manager, Dogwood Energy
• Ric Abel; Managing Director, Prudential Capital Group
• Carl Monroe; Executive Vice President and COO, SPP
• Mark Rossi, Accenture, facilitation and administration
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Synergistic Planning Principles

1. SPP’s primary function is to provide transmission service 
for customers within the SPP region.  In order to meet this 
function, SPP must plan for and construct a robust 
transmission system.  This robust transmission system should 
be large in both scale and geography to provide flexibility to 
meet SPP’s future needs. 

2. SPP’s planning process for a robust transmission system 
must consider transmission, as an enabler to meet short and 
long term needs.  SPP’s planning of a transmission system 
must take into consideration the anticipated location of future 
generation facilities, however, a robust transmission system 
should be the driver in the planning process and should be 
based on determining the location of transmission resulting 
from various planning scenarios that includes load growth and 
possible location of generation, among other factors.
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Synergistic Planning Principles

3. SPP’s planning processes should take a long-term view 
of the cost-benefits of all projects and give precedence to 
priority system investments.

4. As a priority, through the RSC and the membership, SPP 
should resolve the uncertainties associated with financing 
transmission projects by establishing the appropriate cost 
allocation methodologies.  SPP members with cost recovery 
uncertainties relating to transmission costs should begin the 
process of working with their respective regulators to establish
the appropriate cost recovery methods.

5. Once SPP has developed and obtained the approval of a 
robust transmission plan for the region, the Board should 
ensure that construction is commenced and completed 
according to an established timeline.
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Integrated Planning Process
Recommendation:
The SPPT recommends that the SPP Board direct the SPP staff to 
implement an Integrated Planning Process to facilitate the creation of 
a robust, flexible and cost effective transmission network in the SPP 
footprint.

• Replace the Reliability Assessment, the Balanced Portfolio, and the 
EHV studies with an Integrated Planning Process

• More proactive in transmission expansion and commitments to a 
more forward looking transmission system

• Generation Interconnection and Aggregate Study Process studies 
would be less burdensome

• Would also reduce the cost allocation methods
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Scope of Integrated Planning Process

• Focus on regional needs not local needs
• Connect known load centers to known or expected large 

generation sources with a transmission backbone
• 20- year time horizon
• Strengthen existing ties to Eastern Interconnection and 

strong enough to provide the option of connecting to 
Western grid

• Updated every three years and in service dates/projects 
reviewed/modified; possible review for reliability every 
year 

• Results from this process - list and need date of 
transmission expansion projects represents the long-
range plan for transmission expansion in the SPP
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Starting Points for New Process

• Use the results of the current EHV analysis as 
a starting point for the transmission backbone

• Adjustments
• Projects not included above identified in the 

Feasibility Cluster Study for Grouped Generation 
Interconnection Requests (GIQ)

• Projects that routinely show up as needed in the 
Aggregate Study Process

• Projects needed to integrate the backbone with the 
existing system

• Identify planned/suggested projects in current 
reliability models that can be avoided
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Cost Benefit Analysis
• SPP, in collaboration with the RSC, engage a consultant to perform a 

detailed cost/benefit analysis of the proposed long-range transmission 
plan

• Cost Allocation Working Group (CAWG)/EMMTF guide assumptions and
review results

• Financial modeling time frame of 40 years (last 20 years provided by a 
terminal value)

• Include quantifying the benefits resulting from dispatch savings, loss 
reductions, avoided projects, reduction in carbon emissions, reduction in 
required operating reserves, etc.

• Scenarios should include sensitivities to load, wind generation levels, fuel 
prices, carbon prices, etc. with the CAWG/EMMTF guiding the 
development of scenarios

• Net cost/benefit of each scenario identified by zone, by state, and for the 
SPP footprint

• Should assess the net impact of the long range transmission plan on a 
typical residential customer within the SPP footprint

• Becomes part of each Integrated Planning Process cycle
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Commitment to Plan Results

• SPP Staff will submit a preferred long- range 
transmission plan and the associated cost 
benefit results to the SPP Board for approval 
after input from stakeholders and the RSC.

• Once approved, the SPP Board monitor plans 
to ensure the long-term commitment to these 
approved plans.

• Subject to the cost allocation methodology 
developed
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Near-Term Transition Priorities

• Priority Projects
• Recommendation: SPP should evaluate and 

recommend to the RSC a list of Priority Projects 
within the next six months for approval by the SPP 
Board. In parallel with this task, the RSC should 
develop the cost allocation methodology for these 
Projects.

• Finalize Work on the Balanced Portfolio and 
EHV
• Recommendation:  SPP should finalize a balanced 

portfolio with a goal of including as many Priority 
Projects as possible.
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Regional Cost Allocation

• RSC Should Reevaluate the Cost Allocation 
Methodologies
• Recommendation:  The RSC should reevaluate the 

existing cost allocation methodologies, with a goal 
to have as few methods as possible, and consider 
moving towards a highway/byway methodology for 
the entire region.

• RSC Should Discuss Rate Recovery Issues
• Recommendation:  The SPPT recommends SPP 

work with each RSC member and their respective 
State commissions and the utilities within their 
states to determine the best means to address rate 
recovery of transmission investments within each 
State.
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Issues Outstanding

1. Encourage SPP Staff to continue to push addressing seams 
issues for integrated planning purposes and cost allocation

2. Encourage SPP Staff to engage the Western Interconnection 
planning authorities on planning and seams issues.

3. Encourage SPP Staff to start evaluating needed tariff changes 
to implement this Integrated Planning Process and the 
Regional Cost Allocation as soon as possible.

4. Encourage SPP Staff to work on materials and methods to 
communicate the benefits of this robust transmission system, 
particularly the impact on typical residential customers.

5. The RSC must also discuss the procedures that would be 
needed to site interstate transmission.
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Questions?
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Synergistic Planning Project Team
SynPlanProject@spp.org


